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ABSTRACT 

The effect of essential nonlinearity of phase-sensitive detector 

characte.ristics is studied and determined theoretically in detail, assum-

ing that the input signal is a sine wave in the presence of additive narrow-

band Gaussian noise. Minimum, maximum, and limiting values of non-

linearities of detector characteristics as functions of the input signal-to-

noise ratio and the phase angle between the input signal and the reference 

wave are determined by meanS of computer - aided analysis. A set of 

curves is presented that can be used to evaluate in detail over a wide 

range of operating conditions and significant parameters the essential non-

linearities of detector performance and characteristics. Particular em-

phasis is placed on the determination of optimum detector operating con-

ditions for minimum essential nonlinearities in wide-band Fourier- transform 

high- resolution nuclear magnetic- resonance and electron- spin resonance 

spectrometers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

r 
It has been shown in another paper1 that the essential nonlinear-

ities of the phase- sensitive detector characteristics result from inherent 

detector behavior at the amplitude or phase detection of th~ input signal 

in the presence of noise. They do not involve nonlinearities resulting 

from the nonlinearity of characteristics of the electronic components 

used, or from the unbalance between the channels of the phase- sensitive 

detector. However, its total nonlinearity from these causes can be kept 

well below 1% in a wide dynamic range for most applications by (a) em-

ploying new and well matched components, (b) careful balancing of the 

detector channels, and (c) using the double-balanced technique in the de-

sign of a phase- sensitive detector. Consequently, essential nonlinearities 

of detector characteristics have become very important, especially in 

wide- band phase- sensitive detection used in Fourier-transform high-

resolution nuclear magnetic-resonance and electron-spin resonance spec-

trometers. In these applications the effect of detector nonlinearity mUf?t 

be evaluated, since the shape of the recorded resonance can be altered. 

Furthermore, essential nonlinearities cannot be reduced by using new 

components and better matching techniques, but they can be minimized by 

using proper operating conditions for a particular application. 

.. According to Fig. 1, which is based on the previously mentioned 

paper, the normalized form of the phase-sensitive characteristics used 
", 

for determination of detector nonlinearities is given by 

( 1) 
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where functions u [v(x)] and y [t(x)] are given by 

(

V 2 

u [v(x) 1 = iF i - f; i; - 2 ~,;) • 

y [t(x)] = 1 F 1 
y 2 ) 
-~ . 

2y2 (J 

Terms V Q.I and V (3 are defined by 

V 2 = V 2 t Y 2 + 2V V cos tV, 
Q.I C S C S 

V 2 
(3 

2V V costV. 
c s 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

By using a notation consistent with Ref. 1, V 0 is the detector output signal, 

V(J is the root-mean-square value of the input narrow-band noise, "d is 

the detection efficiency, V is the amplitude of the input sine signal, V 
s c 

is the amplitude of the reference wave, tV is the phase angle between the 

input signal and the reference wave, and iF 1 denotes the confluent hyper

geometric function defined by 

. . ± _ ~. 1:!:E) a(a+1) 
1F 1(a,b, p)-1+ b 1! +b(b+1) 

~ (a)n .~ + ... 
2! +~ n! 

n 

where 

00 

= I {a)n . ~ 
n=O (b)n n! 

(a)n = a(a+i)··· (a+n-1), (a)a = 1, 

(b)n = b(b+1) ... (btn-i), (b)a = 1. 

( 6) 

( 7) 

Generally, three important cases of the nonlinearity of the phase- 'r 

sensiti ve detector characteristics have been found. In the first case, the 

detector nonlinearity NA has been determined as a function of the input 

signal- to-noise ratio for the phase angle tV between the input signal and 
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the reference wave equal to 2mr, where n = 0, ±1, ±2, .. '. In the second 

and the third cases, the detector nonlinearities NB and NC have been ob

tained as a function of the phase angle and ~he input signal-to-noise ratio. 

In all cases, nonlinearities N A' N B' and NC have been evaluated froITl 

the extent of their departure froITl the tangent drawn froITl the characteristic 

at points V slv (J' = 0, ljJ2 = (2n+1) 11'12, and ljJ 1 = 2n'IT, respectively. Ob-

tained expressions are suitable for a nUITlerical calculation of nonlinearities 

in different regions of the detector operation, for a general type of push-

pull phase- sensitive detector. Application of phase- sensitive detection in 

conteITlpo ra ry expe riITlental physic sins trUITlentation, elec trical ITleasure-

ments, and autoITlatic control systeITls demands nonlinearity evaluation in 

detail over a wide range of operating conditions and significant paraITleters. 

For exaITlple, nonlinearity evaluation is often presently demanded for a 

range of the input signal-to-noise ratio froITl 10-
2 

to 10
4 

and the reference 
--./L 

wave- to-input noise ratio froITl 1 to 10
4 

in the wide- band phase- sensitive 

detection. The purpose of this paper is to calculate ITlinimUITl, ITlaxiITlum, 

and liITliting values of essential detector nonlinearities N
A

, N
B

, and N
C

' 

and to evaluate detector performance over a wide range of operating con-

ditions and significant parameters. 

II: NONL1NEARITY OF DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
RE LA TING TO THE INPUT SIGNAL- TO- NOISE RATIO 

FOR PHASE ANGLE ljJ = 2mT 

For this case the essential nonlinearity NA can be calculated over 

a wide range of operating conditions according to Ref. 1 by means of the 

equation 

N =1 
A 

1 y[f(x)] - W [E(X)] 
xfJ. X(fJ.) 

( 8) 
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where 
V 

s (9) x = V- I 

(J 

V 
C ( 10) I.l = V- , 
(J 

Y [f(x)] ( 11) 

W [E(X)] ( 12) 

( 13) 

Since the expression for nonlinearity NA has been derived for 

ljJ = 2n1T, NA depends only on the input signal-to-noise ratio V Iv and s (J 

the reference wave-to-noise V Iv . 
c (J 

By means of a digital computer, the nonlinearity NA as a function 

of the input signal- to-noise ratio with the reference wave- to-noise ratio 

as parameter is calculated and plotted as shown in Fig. 2. High accu-

racy numerical calculations of the confluent hypergeometric function in 

Eq. (8) are performed in two different ways. Where the variable of the 

hypergeornetric function is smaller than 20, the function is expressed 

and calculated in terms of the modified Bessel functions of the first kind 

according to the relations 2 

1F1 
(_ i. 

2' 1; -p) -- exp (- I) [(HP)10 m +x 11m] ( 14a) 

1F1 (.!. 
2' 

2· , -p) = exp (- I) [lOCI) + Ii m] . ( 14b) 

,.., 

" 
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For the hypergeom.etric function variable larger than 20, asym.ptotic ex

pansion according to the following form.ula 
3 

is used: 

a M 

[ . .] l (a) (a-b+1) .. _ r(b) exp(l'lT'T) n n 
1 F 1 (a, b, p) - r(b-a) p. n! (_p)n 

n=O 

+0 ) 

N . (b-a) (i-a) 
(l p l-a-M-1 + reb) exp(p) 'pa-b l n n n 

r(a) n=O n! p 
( 15) 

(I a-b-N-1 ) + 0 exp(p) . pi, 

where reb), reb-a), rea) denote the gam.m.a functions M, N = 0, 1, 2, ... , 

I l -a-M-1 
'T = 1 if Im.p >0, 'T = -1 if Im.p < 0, -iT < argp < iT; O( p ) and 

(I a-b-N-11 1 l- a - M - 1 o exp(p) p ) denote the order of m.agnitude of p and 

1 a-b-N-11 exp (p) . p , respectively. 

In particular if M -'>- 00, N -'>- 00 the asym.ptotic relation becom.es 

00 

., .... reb) -a \~ 
iF 1 (a, b, -p) reb-a) p L 

n=O 

+ a(a+1)( 1+a-b)(2+a- b) 

2 ' 2 . p 

(a)n (a- b-H)n _ r(b) -a [ a( 1 +a- b) 
1 n - reb-a) p 1+ 1!p 

n.p 

+ a(a+1){a+2)( 1 +a- b)(2+a-b)(3+a-b) + ... J 
3 ' 3!p . 

( 16) 

where Rep> 0, (a) is defined by Eq. (7), and 
n 

(a-b+1)n = (1+a-b)(2+a-b)' .. (n+a-b); (a-b+1)O :: 1. ( 17) 

Taking a = - 1/2; b = 1, and a = 1/2; b = 2, the hypergeom.etric 

functions in Eq. (6) will be asym.ptotically equal: 

1 F 1 (- ~; 1; -p) .... 2 (.£)1/2 (1+ 1 I~ + - 1 2 + 9 3 
iT • P 2 ! 16p 3 ! 64 P 

225 ) + 4 + ... , 
4!256p 

( 18) 

/ 
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F (1.. 2' _p) .... 2(_1_)1/2 (1 __ 1 ____ 3--::-
112' '1 1Tp 1!4p 2!16p2 

_4_5~ _ ... ). 
3 !64p3 

( 19) 

The error is approximately equal to 10-
7 

if 5 terms are used on 

the right-hand side of formula (16) and.2.to-
6 

if 4 terms are used in (17), 

for p ~ 20. The total error of the calculated nonlinearity values NA has 

been approximately equal to 5.10-
7 

by using the expression (6) and the 

first 8 terms on the right-hand side of both equations(18) and (19) including 

computer limitations. 

Curves in Fig. 2 show that the nonlinearity N A can be considerably 

decreased by increasing the reference wave-to-input noise ratio to the 

signal-to-noise ratio. For example, an increase of the reference wave-

to-noise ratio to the signal-to-noise ratio for one order of magnitude will 

decrease the nonlinearity for three orders of magnitude, for V /V = 1-s (J 

Furthermore, the nonlinearity will be even more reduced for larger 

amounts of the signal...to-noise ratio. It can be seen that for V /V = 10 c (J 

an increase of V /V by one order of magnitude will decrease the nonc (J 

linearity more-than four orders of magnitude. Consequently, the gain in 

the nonlinearity decreasing will be larger for larger amounts of the input 

signal- to-noise ratio, for the same increase of the reference wave- to-noise 

ratio to the signal-to-noise ratio. However, for purposes of obtaining the 

largest output signal and a wide dynanlic range in the wide- band phase-

sensitive detection application by using solid- state components, the input 

signal- to-noise ratio is close in value to the reference wave- to-noise ratio. 

In such applications the essential nonlinearity can have an appreciable value, 

especially for small amounts of V /V and V /V. With increasing V /V 
c (J s (J C (J 

and V s/V (J ratios the essential nonlinearity will be gradually decreased, as 
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can be concluded by a comparison of the curves given in Fig. 2. For the 

case V Iv = V Iv , the following approximation values of the non-c (j s (j 

linearity NA can be seen from Fig. 2· 8.5, 5.2, 0.51, and 0.035% 

f j .. 2 3 1 or V V (j equals 1, 10, 10 , and 10 , respective y. However, for cases 

where both V Iv and V Iv have amounts larger than 10, the reference c (j s (j 

wave- to-noise ratio always has to be slightly larger than the input signal-

to-noise ratio. 1£ this condition is not satisfied the nonlinearity ca~ reach 

an unacceptably high value; e. g., for V Iv = 100 and V Iv = 80 the c (j c (j 

nonlinearity will be approximately equal to 0.01%. On the other hand for 

V Iv = 100 and V Iv = 120, nonlinearity will be more than three orders c (j s (J 

of magnitude larger, approximately more than 10%. This amount is un-

acceptable for most practical applications. Generally, the nonlinearity 

deterioration will be larger for larger values of both V Iv and V Iv 
c (j s (j 

under previously mentioned conditions. Consequently, wherever the es-

sential nonlinearity is of a prime importance, the maximum signal- to-

noise ratio value should be always smaller than the reference wave-to-

noise ratio value, irrespective of other demands which can be imposed on 

the phase- sensitive detection system for other reasons. This is partic-

ularly important in applications where the input signal-to-noise ratio varies 

in a wide dynamic range. 1£ the signal- to-noise ratio is only 1CJ1/o smaller 

than the reference wave- to-noise ratio, the nonlinearity NA can be reduced 

for more than one and a half orders of magnitude, which can be concluded 

by an inspection and comparison of curves for V Iv = 102 , 10 3 and 104 
c (j 

in Fig. 2. 
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III. NONLINEARITIES OF DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
RELATING TO THE PHASE ANGLE BETWEEN THE 

INPUT SIGNAL AND THE REFERENCE WAVE 

The essential nonlinearities NB and NC of the detector charac

teristics with respect to the phase angle between the input signal and the 

reference wave can be deterITlined over a wide range of operating condi-

tions according to Ref. 1 by expressions 

(20) 

and 

(21) 

where x = V Iv , fl = V Iv . Other functions are defined by relations s (J c (J 

(2) and (3) and by the following expressions: 

(22) 

<j>[g{x)] 
(V + V )2] c s 

2V 2 ' 
(23 ) 

(J 

z [h(x)] = iF 1 [
_ 1. l' _ (V c - V s) 2] 

2' , -
. 2V 2 . 

(24) 

(J 

Nonlinearities NB and NC have been calculated in relation to the 

phase characteristic operating points l\J 2 = (2n+1) rr/2 and ljJ 1 = 2nrr, 

respectively. Both nonlinearities depend upon the phase angle, the input 

signal-to-noise ratio, and the reference wave-to-noise ratio. By using 

'If 

• 
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equations from (20) to (24), nonlinearities NB and NC are numerically 

calculated and shown in Fig. 3. The signal-to-noise and the reference 

wave-to-noise ratios of 1, 10 2 , 10
3

, and 104 
are chosen as parameters. 

The curves in the figure show that for V Iv = V Iv = 1, the c (I s (I 

nonlinearity NB will be smaller than 1% if the phase-angle deviation is 

~ljJ~ 0.95 '11/12. The phase-angle deviation can be AljJ~ 1.76 '11/12 for the 

same nonlinearity value if V Iv = V Iv :;::.10. The maximum nonlinearc (I s (I 

ity N B , max appears at the point ljJ 1 = 2mr, but its value depends on the 

input signal-to':'noise and the reference wave-to-noise ratios. For the 

case V Iv = V Iv', the following maximum nonlinearities NB 
c (I s (I ,max 

can be calculated from Eq. (20): 35.41, 15.28, 10.52, 10.02, and 9.97% 

for the signal-to-noise ratios 1, 10, 102 , 10
3

, and 10
4

. Generally, the 

maximum nonlinearity will be smaller for a larger amount of V Iv and c (I 

V Iv. However, to obtain a better insight about nonlinearity behavior 
s (I 

with the signal-to-noise ratio variation, the nonlinearity NB is calculated 

and plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 with the following fixed values of V Iv : 1, 
c (I 

10
2

, 10
3

, and 104 , and ljJ: 0, TT/6, TT/4, TT/3, 5TT/12, 11TT/24, 47TT/96, 

and 99TT/200. 

For this purpose, relative minimums of functions (20) with re

spect to x = V Iv , using iJ. = V Iv and ljJ as parameters, are also cal-
S (I C (I 

culate~. The nonlinearity relative minimum is determined by the differ-

ential calculus standard procedure by using the partial differentiation with 

respect to V Iv and equalizing it to zero. 
S (I 

2.... (N ) = ~ {- u[v(x)] } + ~ {x~(I: ;r:[f(Xll}' = o. (25) 
ax B ax xtJ(; _ljJ) w[f(x)] ax 
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Using the expression for the confluent hypergeom.etric function deriv-

ative, 

d
n 

[ 1 (a)n 
d n iF 1 (a; b; p) = (b)n iF 1 (atn; btn; p). 

p 

(26) 

Differentiation and the equalization of (25) to zero give the result 

w[f(xl] ft: + ~ct<\> x) s[v(xl]- (x: - ~c~s<\> x) m[t(xl] + y[t(X)]-U[V(x)]} 

J , 

-m2 K[f(x)] {y[t(Xl] - U[V(Xl]} = 0, (27) 

where w[f(x)], y[t(x)], u[v(~)] are, given by relations (22), (3), (2), re-

spectively. The other functions ~re defined by: 

s[v(s)] = 1 F 1 (i; 2; - ~ ~2 2 ) 
(J 

(28) 

2 ) i:. l m.[t(x)] = 1 F 1 (2' 2, - 2 V 2 ' 
(J 

(29) 

jF 1 (~; 3; -
V 2 + V 2) 

K[f(x)] c s = 
2V 2 

(30) 

(J 

From. curves in Fig. 4 it can be seen that for V Iv = 1 the non
e (j 

linearity NB will be practically independent of the input signal-to-noise 

ratio. Curves have a sm.all m.inim.um. at point V Iv = 2.482. However, s (J 

the nonlinearity strong dependence upon the phase angle is readily evident. 

Furtherm.ore, for V Iv ~ 10 the nonlinearity m.inim.um. value NB . 
c (J , m.ln 
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strongly depends upon V Iv and V Iv ratios, as well as on phase c (I s (I 

angle ljJ. For any phase angle value, the detector characteristics will 

have an nonlinearity minimum amount if V Iv is close in amount to 
c (I 

v Iv. Approximate values of the minimum nonlinearity input signal
s (J 

to-noise ratio can be found from the transcendental equation (27) for any 

amount of V Iv and ljJ by a numerical method. The minimum non-c (J 

linearity NB . is approximately a half order of magnitude smaller , mIn 

than its average value for almost any value of ljJ. Generally, the min-

inum nonlinearity will be smaller for larger signal-to-noise and reference 

wave- to-noise ratios. In addition, the limit of nonlinearity NB as ljJ 

tends to (211. + 1) TT/2 is zero, which we write as 

lim NB = O. 

l\J -+ (2n + 1)E. 
2 

Figure 3 also illustrates the behavior of nonlinearity NC for 

V Iv = V Iv = 1, 10, 10
2

, 10
3

, and 10
4

. Nonlinearity NC will be c (I s (I 

(31) 

smaller than 1% if the phase angle deviation ~l\J ~ 0.53 TT/12, for V Iv 
s (J 

= v Iv= L The phase angle deviation can be ~l\J~ 0.28 TT/12 for the 
c· (I 

same nonlinearity value if V Iv = V Iv ~ 10. The maximum nonlinear
c (I s (I 

ity NC for any value of V Iv and V Iv appears at point l\J2= (211. +1)TT/2 c (I s (I 

and its limit is 

lim NC = 1-

l\J -~ (2n +1) ~ 
(32) 

Furthermore, for obtaining the optimum detector operating conditions, 

the nonlinearity NC is calculated and plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 for the fol

lowing values of V C/v(I: 1, 10, 10
2

, 10
3

, and 10
4

; and ljJ: 47TT/96, TT/3, 
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rr/4, rr/12, rr/24, rr/48, rr/96, and rr/300. 

In addition to the above, the relative maximum of functions (21) 

with respect to x = V /V with f.l = V /V and ljJ as parameters are 
s (j c (j 

also calculated. The nonlinearity relative maximum is obtained by using 

the function partial differentiation with respect to V /V and equalizing s (j 

it to zero: 

_8_ N = ~ f_ u[ v(x)] t..L r y[t(x)] '1= 0 
8 x (C) 8 x l <j>[g(xn - z[h(x)r 8 x l <j>[g(x)] - z[h(x)Jj . 

(33) 

By using relation (26), differentiation and equalization to zero 

give 

{<j>[g (x)] - z[h(x) ~ J(~ - ~ co s ljJ) m[ t(x)] -(~1 cosljJ) s[ v(x)]l 
. r J 

+ {(f + I) p [g (x)]- (f -I) £[h(x)] HU[ v(x)]- y[ t(x)]} = O. (34) 

where u[v(x)], y[t(x)], <P[g(x)], z[h(x)], s[v(x)], and m[t(x)] are given 

byrelations (2), (3), (23), (24), (28), and (29), respectively. Other func-

tions are defined by 

2[h(x) ] 

(V + V )2] c s 

2V 2 ' 
(j 

(V - V )2]-c s 

2V 2 
(j 

(35) 

(36) 

From curves in Figs 5 and 6 it follows that nonlinearity NC will 

be almost independent on the signal-to-noise ratio for V /V = 1. For 
c (j 

any value of ljJ, curves have a maximum for V /V = 2.536. The non-. s (j 

linearity will strongly depend on the phase angle for any values of V /V 
c (j 

." •• > 
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and V Iv as well as upon the signal-to-noise ratio if V Iv ~ 10. s (J c (J 

Generally, in these cases, the nonlinearity NC will have a maximum 

value for a given ljJ, if both ratios V Iv and V Iv are approximately c (J s (J 

equal. A numerical solution of transcendental equation (34) gives the 

input signal-to-noise ratio amount of the maximum nonlinearity NC . ,max 

It is approximately one to two orders of magnitude larger than its average 

value for any value of ljJ. The maximum nonlinearity will be larger for 

larger values of both V Iv and V Iv and for smaller values of ljJ in c (J s (J 

compadson with its average value. 

Finally, the limit of NC as ljJ tends to 2nrr is zero, or 

lim NC = O. 

ljJ -+ 2nrr 

CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISONS 

(37) 

The theoretical minimum, maximum, and limiting values of the 

nonlinearities of detector characteristics are expressible over a wide 

dynamic range of operating conditions in terms of well-known functions. 

Obtained expressions and curves in Fig. 2 illustrate the behavior of 

essential nonlinearities NA of characteristics of a phase-sensitive de

tector which used idealized linear electric components. The curves of 

Fig. 2 show that for a fixed phase angle ljJ, the proper choice of V Iv . c (J 

and V Iv will minimize the characteristic nonlinearity NA to an ac-s (J 

ceptable amount. This is particularly important in wide-frequency band 

and wide dynamic range phase- sensitive detection applications where 

V Iv is often close in value t~ V Iv , resulting in a large essential c (J s (J 
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nonlinearity. Furthermore, a comparison of expressions (20) and (21) 

and curves for NB and NC in Fig. 3 shows that the nonlinearity NB is 

smaller than the nonlinearity NC for the same phase angle deviation .6.ljJ 

around the operating point. In addition to the above curves (NB and NC 

versus ljJ for constant V IV), another set of curves in Figs. 4 and 5 
s (J 

show NB and NC versus V Iv for constant V Iv and ljJ. The curves 
s (J c (J 

of Figs 4 and 5 show that for a fixed V Iv and ljJ, the proper choice of 
c (J 

V Iv will minimize the nonlinearity N
B

. The best value of the input 
s (J 

signal-to-noise ratio can be found by solution of transcendental equation 

(2 7). . I I 2 3 4 For ljJ = IT 4 and V V = 1, 10 J 10 , 10 , and 10 , the nonlinear-
c (J 

ity NB is minimized for V Iv := 2.48274, 1.00935, 1.00004, 1.00000, 
s (J 

and 1.00000, respectively. Any other V Iv value can be considered as s (J 

a nonoptimum one, although the nonlinearity increase will not be signif-

icant for V Iv = 1 and for the small amounts of ljJ. Furthermore, the 
c (J 

proper value of V Iv will also minimize the nonlinearity N
C

' which 
s (J 

can be concluded from Figs. 6 and 7. For this purpose it is important 

to avoid the region where curve NC versus V Iv has a maximum. s (J 

This particularly nonoptimu11.1 V Iv value can be found for any V Iv 
s (J S (J 

ratio and ljJ by numerical solution of Eq. (34). 

10, 10
2

, 10
3

, and 1.0
4

, the nonlinearity NC is 

If ljJ = IT/24 and V Iv = 1, 
c (J 

maximized for V Iv = 
s (J 

2.53699, 1.01915, 1.00010, 1.00000, and 1.00000, respectively. From 

comparison of NB and NC curves it can be seen that nonoptimum values 

of V s/v (J will have far larger influence on the nonlinearity NC than on 

the nonlinearity NB behavior. As such, the nonoptimum V Iv values 
s (J 

maximally increase the NB for approximately a half order of magnitude 

in the worst case. However, NC nonoptimum V Iv values increase N 
s (J C 
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for two orders of magnitude in the worst case. Consequently, one should 

choose, whenever possible, the phase angle l\J
2 

= (20+ 1)11/2, as an oper

ating point. In this case the larger permissible phase deviation for the 

same nonlinearity, and the significantly smaller nonlinearity for nonopti

mum signal-to-noise ratio will result in comparison with operating point 

l\J 1 = 2mr (case of NC )· 

These conclusions and all of the above results are of course based 

on the assumption that the additive noise in the reference channel may be 

neglected; the inclusion of additive reference noise in the analysis appears 

possible. and it would modify these results for a sufficiently strong refer

ence channel noise. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Phase-sensitive detector. 

Fig. 2. Behavior of the nonlinearity N A for the phase angle l\J = 2mI'. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of nonlinearities NB and N
C

' 

Fig. 4. Nonlinearity NB as a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio 

with the phase angle as parameter and the reference wave-to-input 

noise ratio V Iv = 1, 10. c (J 

Fig. 5. Nonlinearity NB as a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio 

with the phase angle l\J as parameter and the reference wave-to

input noise ratio V Iv = 10
2

, 10
3

, 10
4

. c (J 

Fig. 6. Nonlinearity NC as a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio 

with the phase angle l\J as parameter and the reference wave-to-

input noise ratio V Iv = 1, 10. c (J 

Fig. 7. Nonlinearity NC as a function of the input signal-to-noise ratio 

with the phase angle l\J as parameter and the reference wave-to

input noise ratio V Iv = 10
2

, 10
3

, 10
4

. c (J 
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